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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q/1
Read the following text then answer the questions below , please . ( 5 points )
Our sun's about 5,000 million years old .It heats the Earth's atmosphere .But global
warming isn't the sun's fault .It's people's fault because they use machines. And machines
emit carbon dioxide .You can't see this gas , but it's the main cause of the trouble .
And I'm afraid things are getting really bad .Scientists study the Earth's climate .They say
our planet is becoming more and more violent .
1- How old is our sun ?...............................................................................................
2- Whose fault is global warming ?Why?..........................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3- What do machines do?...........................................................................................
4-What is the main cause of global warming ?..............................................................
5- What do scientists say ?.................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q/2
Match the words with the correct definitions .
( 5 points)
1–environment

a- Making water , water and soil dangerously dirty .

2- flood

b- gases that surrounds the Earth .

3-Earth

c- It's the place where people and animals live .

4-atmosphere

d- a large amount of water that covers a place .

5-pollution

e- The planet we live on .

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q/3 Order the following sentences , please . ( 3 points)
1- leave / the / on / time! / Don't / the / all / computer
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2-always / Sami / to / school / early / comes
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Q/4 Choose the correct answer , please . (5 points )
1- The temperature of the Earth……………..up
a- go

b- gos

c- goes

2-Golobal warming ………………… a problem without solution .
a- isn't

b-isnot

c-isnt

3-……………..I leave the room , I always turn off the lights.
a- but

b-When

c- also

4-Ali like playing tennis .He ……….likes reading stories .
a- but

b-When

c- also

5-How often …………….your father drive you to school?
a- Do

b- does

c- Does

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q/5Use the given adverbs to answer the following questions about you . ( 2 points )
always

usually often

sometimes never

every day

1-How often do you cycle to school?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2- How often do you plant trees?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

FINISH

WITH MY BEST WISHES
TEACHER ………………………………….

